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Abstract: Using X-ray microscopy and spectromicroscopy, vascular smooth muscle cells ~VSMCs! were imaged,
prepared without using additional embedding material or staining, but by applying simple, noncryo fixation
techniques. The cells were imaged with a compact source transmission X-ray microscope and a scanning
transmission X-ray microscope ~STXM!. With the STXM, spectromicroscopy was performed at the C K-edge
and the Ca LIII,II-edges. VSMCs were chosen because of their high amount of actin stress fibers, so that the actin
cytoskeleton should be visible. Other parts of the cell, such as the nucleus and organelles, were also identified
from the micrographs. Both in the spectra and the images, the effects of the different preparation procedures
were observable. Furthermore, Ca hotspots were detected and their density is determined.
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INTRODUCTION
Microscopic investigations of cells face the challenge of how
much the samples are altered in the preparation procedure
to obtain an exact image of the cells in their natural state.
Regarding solely imaging methods, complementary tech-
niques are used. Standard fluorescence and light microscopy
reaches its resolution limit at about 200 nm as stated by
Abbé ~d l/~2n sin a!!. A way to achieve a higher resolu-
tion is the application of STED microscopy ~stimulated
emission depletion; Egner & Hell, 2005; Willig et al., 2006!,
STORM ~stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy;
Huang et al., 2008, 2009!, or PALM ~photoactivated local-
ization microscopy; Betzig et al., 2006; Rust et al., 2006!.
The advantage of these methods is that the samples are still
alive, but certain molecules have to be marked with photo-
switchable fluorescent dyes. Detecting the fluorescent signal,
resolutions down to 10–20 nm have been shown. However,
this is not the natural state of the cells, and furthermore,
only the stained parts of the cells can be seen, whereas the
rest has to be imaged using other techniques, often involv-
ing lower resolution and more preparation of the cells.
Electron microscopy has developed to be one of the
primary imaging techniques ~Resch et al., 2002; Small et al.,
2008; Studer et al., 2008!. The low natural contrast and the
small penetration depth of electrons require the cells to be
fixed and cut into small sections of less than 0.5 mm. Before
slicing, the cells have to be embedded, a process that might
have a significant impact on the cellular structure ~McDer-
mott et al., 2009!.
Using X-ray microscopy, no staining of the samples is
needed because natural contrast results from the absorption
coefficient, which depends directly on the elemental compo-
sition and thickness variations in a sample ~Yamamoto
et al., 1998; Meyer-Ilse et al., 2001!. Additionally, the chem-
ical state analysis of low Z elements is hard to access with
electron microprobes. The spectral range between the K-
shell absorption edges of C ~4.36 nm ^ 284.2 eV! and O
~2.28 nm ^ 543.1 eV! is called the “water window.” In this
spectral region water absorbs much less than organic speci-
mens ~Kirz et al., 2009!, i.e., cells can be imaged in water
layers of up to 10 mm diameter. This also enables tomo-
graphic studies of cells ~Larabell & Le Gros, 2004; Parkinson
et al., 2008; McDermott et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2010!.
Currently, the best resolution achieved with X-ray micro-
scopes is 12 nm ~Chao et al., 2009!. Because of the high
radiation dose, however, the samples for tomography also
need to be chemically or cryogenically fixed ~Beetz & Jacob-
sen, 2003!.
In addition to yielding clear images, X-rays also provide
the possibility to gain chemical information of a sample
using near edge X-ray absorption fine structure ~NEXAFS!
spectroscopy ~see the Spectromicroscopy section!. For in-
stance, the calcification of cells ~Benzerara et al., 2004! or
their ability to process sulfur ~Norlund et al., 2009! can be
studied. X-ray spectromicroscopy has already been applied
to study different cells ~Benzerara et al., 2004; Fleet & Liu,
2009; McDermott et al., 2009!, and to gain information
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about the chemical bindings in environmental samples or
polymers ~Smith et al., 2001; Hitchcock et al., 2005; Mitrea
et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2009; Thieme et al., 2010!.
Fixing preparation techniques for such samples are often
avoided to prevent chemical changes and to enable simple
handling. The basic principle of this technique, which was
applied to some of the cell samples, is described in more
detail in the Materials and Methods section.
In the following section, the effect of the preparation
process on cell samples is investigated. Vascular smooth
muscle cells ~VSMCs! were selected because of their high
amount of actin, a basic protein of the cytoskeleton. VSMCs
are the major part of blood vessel walls, regulating the
blood pressure by alternating contraction and relaxation.
Vessel diseases such as atherosclerosis develop if these cells
proliferate ~hypertrophy and/or hyperplasia!. Often, these
changes of the cells are also observed in the phenotype.
Imaging of VSMCs is often achieved by applying light
microscopy and electron microscopy, for which the cells are
fixed and cut into thin slices ~Thyberg, 2000!. Here, the cells
are studied at the C K-edge and Ca LII,III-edges, to find out
which parts of the cells are discernible from their structure
and to gain insights from additional spectroscopic informa-
tion. A feasible sample thickness at the C- and Ca-edges is
in the range of a few micrometers. Because the VSMCs are
comparably thin, it is possible to work with energies at the
Ca LIII,II-edges in absorption, without depending on much
more elaborate fluorescence yield experiments at higher
energies.
Starting with fixed, dried, and fluorescence marked
cells, we continued with fixed cells in an aqueous environ-
ment. To perform imaging-only studies and to prove that
high-resolution micrographs of cells are also feasible with
small X-ray sources, we also used the compact transmission
X-ray microscope ~TXM! developed by the H. Hertz group
at the KTH in Stockholm ~Berglund et al., 2000; Takman
et al., 2007; Bertilson et al., 2009!. Thereafter, dry but
unfixed cells were investigated, and the last step involved
living cells kept in a medium between two Si3N4-membranes.
Both high-resolution imaging and spectromicroscopic stud-
ies involve high-radiation doses. This issue is discussed in
the Radiation Damage section.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Preparation
VSMCs, purchased from Coriell Institute of Medical Re-
search ~Camden, NJ, USA!, were grown on Si3N4-membranes
~frame: 5  5 mm2, thickness 200 mm, window: 1.5 
1.5 mm2, thickness 100 nm, from Silson Ltd., Northhamp-
ton, UK! and treated further depending on the planned
experiment.
For an improved adhesion of the cells, the Si3N4-
membranes were coated with collagen ~conc. 1 mg/mL! for
10 min and afterward rinsed with ultrapure water ~MilliQ!.
The cells, cultivated in a tissue culture dish, were dissociated
with trypsin ~Invitrogen GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany!, pi-
petted into a Falcon tube, and spun down ~800 rpm,
10 min!. After removing the supernatant, the pellet was
resuspended in medium, and the cells were spread over the
Si3N4-membranes in a tissue culture dish, filled with me-
dium ~90% low glucose DMEM, 9% fetal calf serum, 1%
penicillin-streptomycin, all from Invitrogen!. The cells were
incubated for 1 day ~378C, 5% CO2!. In Figure 1 the
preparation of the different cell samples is illustrated.
Immobilization of VSMCs
The preparation of the dried and aqueous fixed samples is
essentially the same apart from the drying ~see steps I and II
in Fig. 1!. For the fixation, the medium was removed from
the Si3N4-membranes and paraformaldehyde ~4% PFA,
0.06% 1M NaOH in PBS! was filled into the culture dishes,
and left there for about 15 min on ice. After removing the
PFA solution, the VSMCs on the membranes were rinsed
with ultrapure water a few times and put into Eppendorf
vessels, containing ultrapure water, for transport. For the
X-ray experiments the Si3N4-membranes were taken out of
the vessel and either left in air to dry or covered with a
second Si3N4-membrane and sealed with glue, forming a
wet chamber.
For staining, the membranes with the fixed cells were
washed and put into a solution of 0.5% Triton-100 ~in PBS!
at room temperature for 10–20 min. The labels rhodamine
phalloidin ~for the actin filaments, 2.5%! and DAPI ~for the
nucleus, ;0.25%! were dissolved in 1% BSA solution and
Figure 1. Sketch of the preparation procedures. The drawings show a cell adhered to a Si3N4-membrane in a petri dish
and the further preparations to ~I! dried and fixed, ~II! aqueous and fixed, ~III! dried and unfixed, and ~IV! unfixed and
living cell samples.
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the cells were left in the solution for 1 h at room tempera-
ture. Then the Si3N4-membranes were washed and later
stored in ultrapure water. The fluorescent images were re-
corded with an Olympus BX51 microscope, using a 40
objective. The subsequent preparation at the X-ray micro-
scope was the same as for the fixed cells without dyes.
VSMCs Transported Alive
For the experiments with unfixed cells, the culture medium
was replaced by a CO2-independent medium ~Invitrogen!.
That way, the cells were cultivated for use outside the
biolaboratory at the beamline of the storage ring. There was
no difference in appearance whether the cells were only
transported in the new medium or if they had already
grown in it.
For the experiments with dry unfixed cells, the Si3N4-
membranes were taken out of the medium, rinsed with
ultrapure water, and allowed to dry before they were glued
to an aluminum shim and mounted into the X-ray micro-
scope ~Fig. 1, step III!.
Samples of living cells were prepared by taking out a
Si3N4-membrane of the CO2-independent medium, care-
fully drying it on the bottom side and gluing it to an
aluminum shim. A second Si3N4-membrane was placed and
glued on top forming a wet chamber ~Fig. 1, step IV!, as
described in the preparation of the aqueous fixed cells.
Spectromicroscopy
The transmitted intensity I of X-ray photons ~with incident
intensity I0! passing through a sample is described via the
Lambert-Beer law, I  I0e
md , with the aforementioned
absorption coefficient m and sample thickness d. m depends
on the wavelength and thus the energy of the incoming
photons.a At certain energies, core electrons from inner
shells are excited and a jump in the absorption occurs.
Around this absorption edge, some of the electrons are
excited to higher unoccupied atomic or molecular orbitals,
resulting in modulations in the measured absorption spec-
trum and thereby providing information about the chemi-
cal elements and the binding forms within a sample. This
technique is called NEXAFS spectroscopy and explicitly
explained in Stöhr ~1992!.
The combination of spatial and spectral information is
X-ray spectromicroscopy. A stack of images is recorded
using small energy increments ascending over an absorp-
tion edge. After alignment of the images, each pixel of the
image contains a NEXAFS spectrum of that sample spot.
Instrumentation
Compact Source Microscope at KTH Stockholm
A detailed description of the compact transmission X-ray
microscope ~cTXM! in Stockholm is found in Takman et al.
~2007! and Bertilson et al. ~2009!. A laser is focused onto a
jet of methanol, generating a plasma that emits line radia-
tion at 368 eV; hence, stacks or spectra cannot be recorded.
In the microscope, the radiation is focused directly onto the
sample by a condenser, and the objective zone plate ~spatial
resolution here ;30 nm! is situated between sample and
charge-coupled device ~CCD! detector, creating an enlarged
image. The exposure times were in the range of several
minutes.
Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscope at BESSY II
Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy in combination
with NEXAFS spectroscopy was performed at the electron
storage ring BESSY II in Berlin ~highest achievable spatial
resolution ;50 nm per pixel!. The setup of the instrument
is described in detail in Wiesemann ~2003! and Wiesemann
et al. ~2001!. The sample was mounted onto a scanning
stage, then prefocused and aligned via a built-in visible-
light microscope. In the scanning transmission X-ray micro-
scope ~STXM!, the X-rays are focused via a zone plate and
an order sorting aperture to a spot that is raster-scanned
over the sample. A CCD detector recorded the transmitted
intensity of the incident beam passing through the speci-
men. To obtain spectroscopic data of the bound carbon and
calcium in the samples, stacks of images were recorded,
tuning the energy with a focused spherical grating mono-
chromator ~Guttmann et al., 2007! around the C K-edge
~280–300 eV! and the Ca LII,III-edges ~342–357 eV!, with a
stepsize of 0.2 eV. Being a chromatic optical element, the
zone plate was repositioned for every energy step. The dwell
times per pixel for the images were between 2–6 ms.
Analysis
The evaluation of the X-ray data consisted of three comple-
mentary parts: For the visual information of the high-
resolution images, which also allowed for comparison of the
samples before and after taking stacks, ImageJ was used.
The image stacks were processed using “stack_analyze,” a
program written by Chris Jacobsen ~Jacobsen et al., 2000;
Lerotic et al., 2004!. The images of a single stack were
aligned and spectra were extracted. The spectra were used
to estimate the radiation dose ~Beetz & Jacobsen, 2003!. A
linear pre-edge background was subtracted from each spec-
trum, defining the zero line, and the spectra were smoothed
using a sliding box algorithm with a width of two points.
The spectra of the C K-edge were normalized by setting the
highest data point to 1. The spectra from the stacks were
evaluated using published NEXAFS data from polymer and
cell science ~Bertsch & Hunter, 2001; Lawrence et al., 2003;
Benzerara et al., 2004; Neu et al., 2010!.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Imaging
Electromicroscopic images and images from other cells, e.g.,
fibroblasts, were used for comparison and to discern cell
organelles and ultrastructure ~Yamamoto et al., 1998; Thy-
aFrom here, the radiation will be described by energies, instead of the
wavelengths. The conversion formula is l ~nm!  hc/eE ~eV!, with l the
wavelength in nm, h Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, e the elemen-
tary charge, and E the energy in eV.
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berg, 2000; Meyer-Ilse et al., 2001; Greco et al., 2006;
Schneider et al., 2010!, due to the lack of comparable X-ray
spectromicroscopy studies on VSMCs.
Fixed Cells
First, experiments with dried and fixed cells were carried
out using the compact TXM at Stockholm, testing whether
stress fibers, recognizable from fluorescent images, can also
be observed in X-ray micrographs ~Fig. 2!. The fluorescent
image in the inset of Figure 2a has been magnified, turned
into a half-tone, and used as the “grid” of the collage. The
stress fibers and the nucleus with one nucleolus are clearly
visible. In particular, in the round X-ray micrograph in the
lower right, the finer actin fibers of the cytoskeleton are
discernible. It is, however, hard to distinguish other objects,
apart from what might be mitochondria ~arrow!.
In Figure 2b, a composition of STXM images taken at
BESSY II is shown, again with an inset of the fluorescent
image. Comparing fluorescent and X-ray images, the thicker
actin bundles are identified. In the X-ray images, smaller
features and more parts of the cytoskeleton are also discern-
ible. Since they are not visible in the fluorescent image, they
are not part of the actin network. The black granules, about
300 nm in size, might be lysosomes or endosomes ~Yama-
moto et al., 1998!. Mitochondria, having a slightly more
absorbing membrane, are indicated by white arrows. In the
nucleus, several nucleoli are visible. Left of the nucleus, a
“holey” structure is observed that could be the remainder of
a Golgi apparatus, often found close to nuclei.
In the third dry and fixed cell ~Fig. 2c!, the lamellipo-
dium was imaged with higher resolution than the rest. The
nucleus, nucleoli, and black granules are visible in the
central cell part. The holey, less absorbing structure around
the nucleus is more prominent here. The image demon-
strates that possible differences between fluorescent marked
and unmarked cells, stemming from the fluorescent mark-
ing procedure, are not visible in the structure of the X-ray
images of the cells.
To find out how the contrast of the fixed cell changes in
water and to restore eventual collapsed structures and wrin-
kles originating from the drying process, the experiments
were repeated with fixed cells in an aqueous environment
~see Fig. 3!. A collage of images covering of a whole fixed
cell in aqueous environment is depicted in Figure 3a. A 5
zoom of the section marked with a box is shown in Fig-
ure 3b. The sample thickness was estimated to be about
4 mm. Although the absorption of the water is only 10% of
the absorption of the organic sample material, the contrast
is less sharp than in the dry cell samples, which complicates
the recognition of inner cell organelles like mitochondria.
Small but dense clusters, assumedly lysosomes, are visible.
Apart from that, nucleoli are hardly observable, perhaps
due to the fact of not having their own membrane. From
comparison with the fluorescent marked cell, the structures
Figure 2. Collages of images of fixed and dried cells, the insets
show the fluorescent images ~FLUO!. ~a! The X-ray image was
recorded with the cTXM ~pixel size 30 nm at 368 eV!; ~b,c! the
images were taken with the STXM at 300 eV with a smallest pixel
size of 100 nm.
Figure 3. Collages of images from a fixed cell in water, with pixel
sizes ranging from 50 to 250 nm, recorded at 300 eV. ~a! Images are
depicted of a fixed and fluorescent marked cell, with the fluores-
cent image in the inset; ~b! image shows a smaller area of the cell,
but with an additional 5 zoom.
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observable in the nucleus area seem to be outside and on
top or below the nucleus and part of the actin network and
the cytoskeleton. The area around the nucleus has a struc-
ture, different from the parts of the cell that are closer to the
border. Close to the nucleus, the cell exhibits a holey struc-
ture, as also observed in Figure 2a,b, where less photons are
absorbed. In this part of the cell, the endoplasmic reticulum
and Golgi apparatus could be located, which are found close
to or around the nucleous in cells. The outer parts of the
cells exhibit a smooth structure, with thick stress fibers and
also very dense and actin rich parts, as can be proved from
the inset in Figure 3a. Especially in the parts of the collage
with the highest resolution ~pixel size of 50 nm!, thicker and
thinner parts are very distinct.
Cells without Fixation
Unfixed but dried cells were imaged to have specimens to
compare with the originally living cells. Cellular network
and organelles certainly look different after the cell has
dried, but in contrast to the fixed cells, nothing of the cell
material gets washed away. Although the cell has partly
disintegrated during the drying process, the nucleus is still
visible in Figure 4. Bearing in mind that nucleoli are not
membrane-bound structures but are distinguished by their
function, it is not surprising that they are not as easily
recognized as in the experiments with the fixed and dried
VSMCs. However, some X-ray dense spots are located in the
nucleus, which could be nucleoli. Besides, a region with
holes can be seen around the nucleus as well as the lamelli-
podium ~white arrow! and even some small tethers ~black
arrow!. Since it was not expected to resolve any fine struc-
tures in the dried VSMCs, the smallest pixel size in Figure 4
has been set to only 120 nm.
For the experiments with the living VSMCs, extreme
care was taken that the cells did not dry out. That means a
cell was alive until the first X-ray image was recorded. The
collages of X-ray micrographs of initially living cells in
CO2-independent medium are shown in Figure 5. The first
cell ~Fig. 5a–c! grew completely in the medium, while the
two just separating cells ~Fig. 5d,e! were grown in normal
medium and then transferred to CO2-independent me-
dium. In Figure 5a, structures in the nucleus absorbing
slightly more than the rest of it are noticeable, which could
be nucleoli ~small arrows!. In the region marked with the
upper box in Figure 5a and magnified in Figure 5b, presum-
ably a mitochondrion ~arrow! and some endosomes ~dark
spots! are visible. In this cell, the region around the nucleus
also exhibits the less absorbing and holey structure as seen
in Figure 3, indicating the endoplasmic reticulum or a Golgi
apparatus; this can be seen in more detail in Figure 5c, the
magnified image of the lower box in Figure 5a. The out-
stretched parts of the cell again display smoother tissue
indicating actin fibers, as seen in Figure 3.
The two separating cells in Figures 5d and 5e seem to
be thicker, making internal structures harder to identify due
Figure 4. Collage of images of a nonfixed dried cell, recorded with
the STXM at 300 eV, with a smallest pixel size of 120 nm; the inset
shows the light microscope image.
Figure 5. Collages of X-ray micrographs of initially living VSMCs
in CO2-independent medium, with a smallest pixel size of 50 nm,
recorded at 300 eV. ~a! A cell grown in this medium; magnification
of cell parts showing, what is supposedly ~b! a mitochondrion and
~c! part of the endoplasmic reticulum. ~d! Two separating VSMCs,
originally grown in regular medium, the left cell has been imaged
with higher resolution; a magnification of the region around the
nucleus is shown in image e.
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to the much stronger absorption. The left cell was imaged
with higher resolution and is also depicted enlarged in
Figure 5e. The cells are not completely separated yet, and
some of the tissue, which connects both cells, is noticeable
between them and in the membrane of the left cell ~arrow
in Fig. 5d!.
In all cell images, natural contrast makes it possible to
distinguish larger cell organelles, the nucleus and areas rich
in ~actin! fibers, if present. For aqueous samples, imaging
is more difficult because of the additional absorption of
the water, and a longer dwell time is necessary. It is not
surprising that the contrast in the unfixed cells ~Figs. 4, 5! is
not as sharp and the cytoskeleton is not as clearly visible as
in case of the fixed cells ~Figs. 2, 3! because the immobiliza-
tion procedure mainly preserves the cytoskeleton and most
of the other cell material and cytoplasm is removed. This
also applies to the area surrounding the cells. Whereas in
case of the fixed cells, the borders of the cells are well de-
fined, and the originally living cells exhibit a lot more tissue
around them. Therefore, the experiments of the dry and
fixed and the living cells yielded the most instructive images.
In addition, the precision of Figure 2a demonstrates the
ability of imaging delicate objects such as cells and tissue
with a compact source. If only the microscopic information
is of interest, using a microscope working with a laboratory
X-ray source is feasible.
Spectromicroscopy
The results of the spectromicroscopic studies are shown in
Figure 6. As regions of interest ~ROIs! in the cell samples,
we chose areas with supposedly high actin content, the
nucleus, and, if present, special or noticeable parts such as
the black granules or localized spots of high Ca absorption,
Ca hotspots, which were identified from the Ca spectra of
the samples. These hotspots did not arise from the prepara-
tion procedure because they were found in almost all cells.
Their occurrence is limited to the cytoskeleton part of the
cells. No hotspots were found close to the nuclei. If possible,
the same regions of the samples were used for spectromicros-
copy at the C K-edge and Ca LII,III-edges. At first, the spectra
at the C K-edge are discussed because the effect of the
choice of the ROIs and the preparation method are better
visible here. Spectra for polysaccharides, lipids, DNA, pro-
teins ~albumin and fibrinogen as model!, and CaCO3 from
the literature were used as reference spectra ~Lawrence et al.,
2003; Benzerara et al., 2004; Hitchcock et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2009!. Data from other published NEXAFS experi-
ments also supported the peak assignment, e.g., in Bâldea
et al. ~2007! and Kolczewski et al. ~2006!. Peak positions of
reference data are listed in Table 1.
C K-Shell Absorption Edge
The main features visible at the C K-edge are the peaks
resulting from transitions to the following orbitals, pCC
* at
285 eV ~aromatic rings!, pCC
* at 286 eV ~phenolic!, pCO
*
at 288.2 eV ~carbonyl!, and pCO
* at 289 eV ~carboxyl,
CaCO3!. For the Ca LII,III-edges only, the two peaks of the
Figure 6. NEXAFS spectra from distinct areas from the cells,
prepared in the four described different ways: ~a! at the C K-edge
~280–300 eV, stepsize 0.2 eV! and ~b! at the Ca LIII,II-edges ~346–
355 eV, stepsize 0.2 eV!. The images all have a size of 30 30 mm2.
The unfixed and dried respectively fixed, dried, and fluorescent
marked cells, of which the spectra were recorded, are also depicted
in Figures 2c and 4.
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edges are of interest because the resulting spectra are too
noisy to analyze any further features.
For the dry and fixed cells, the spectra of the nucleus,
the actin rich part, and the black granules differ strongly at
energies below 291 eV. The black spots exhibit the smallest
peak at 285 eV but have two noticeable peaks at 287.5 and
288.5 eV. The spectrum shows features similar to reference
spectra of lipids and proteins. The spectrum from the area
in the nucleus has a prominent peak at 288.2 eV and, at least
partly, combines characteristics of spectra of nucleic acid
and polysaccharide. The spectrum of the actin rich area has
the highest pCC
* peak but no strong resonance around
289 eV, which makes it harder to compare with the reference
spectra, but a combination of the two spectra of the model
proteins albumin and fibrinogen seems to be the best guess.
The spectra of the fixed cell in aqueous environment do not
show remarkable differences apart from the pCC
* peak at
285 eV being slightly higher for actin than for the nucleus
region.
For the unfixed, dried cell, the spectrum of the nucleus
area looks similar to the one of the fixed dry cell, but the
part between 285 and 288.5 eV is different and appears
more like the reference nucleic acid in Lawrence et al.
~2003!. The identified Ca hotspots interestingly have a C
spectrum that is almost exactly like the spectrum of the
nucleus region. In the spectrum of the black spot, several
smaller peaks are found between 286 and 290 eV. A super-
position of the reference spectra of lipid, saccharide, and
protein might lead to a similar structure. The actin rich part
has a signature similar to the spectra of the two model
proteins. The tethers show a NEXAFS signature, which
differs from the other spectra. There is no peak at 285 eV,
but rather at 284 eV. This shift might be caused by the
selection of I0 or results from transitions in unsaturated
carbohydrate chains ~Wang et al., 2009!. The rest of the
spectrum resembles the reference spectrum of fibrinogen.
Regarding the ~initially! living cell, the spectrum of the
nucleus area again has the smallest pCC
* peak, and com-
pared to the dried unfixed cell, the shoulder around 287 eV
is steeper, and there is no new rise at energies above 290 eV.
The aromatic and the carbonyl ~288.2 eV! peaks from an
originally living cell are higher than in the spectra of the
unfixed but dried cell. Furthermore, the ratio pCC
* /pCO* of
the area of high actin amount is higher in the living cell. In
the spectral region of 290 eV, where the transitions 1s r
sCC
* , sCO
* are located, the dried cell shows more absorp-
tion than the living cell, again in comparison with the car-
bonyl peak. This means that less aromatic rings and less
CO-double bonds are present in the unfixed and dried cell.
A comparison of the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra dem-
onstrates the influence of the preparation. For instance, in
the dry state, different parts of the fixed cell exhibit different
spectra, but in the wet state the sample has almost the same
C K-edge signature for regions in the nucleus and regions
rich in actin. The water seems to damp out smaller reso-
nances. The most striking difference between the fixed and
the unfixed VSMC samples is the comparably higher peak at
288.2 eV, where the resonances of the CO carbonyl bonds
in peptides are located, demonstrating that the fixing pro-
cess preserves only the network structures, but not the
chemical composition. In spite of differences between the
reference and the recorded spectra, it was possible to iden-
tify similar peaks and to draw conclusions about the molec-
ular composition of the ROIs in the cell.
It should be noted that the reference spectra are re-
corded from pristine substances. Furthermore, these sub-
stances are not in their cellular environment and apart from
that the preparation process additionally may also alter the
shape of the spectra.
Ca LII,III-Shell Absorption Edges
It is well known from the literature that Ca is bound within
the actin filaments of the cytoskeleton ~F-actin!. Some au-
thors state that F-actin in cells is partly used to store Ca2
~Lange & Gartzke, 2006!. Therefore, the intention was to
identify actin bundles or actin rich areas due to the Ca
signature—but the Ca signal was too uniform over the cell
area. However, in the unfixed cells localized spots of very
high Ca amount, so-called Ca hotspots, were detected.
These Ca hotspots could be Ca sparks or buffs ~Parker et al.,
1996; Janiak et al., 2001; Zenisek et al., 2003; Cheng &
Lederer, 2008; McGeown, 2010! that have also been detected
in cells before, but since the time dependence was not
monitored, this is not specified in further details.
The height of the peaks is proportional to the Ca
concentration within the ROIs. For the fixed and dried cells,
this means that in the lamellipodium of cell 2, Ca is trace-
able, but the spectra of cell 1 are very noisy and the Ca
peaks are hardly visible, if present ~see last panel in Fig. 6b!.
Apart from the difference in chosen ROIs, this could also be
because cell 1 is fluorescence marked, whereas cell 2 is not,
leaving out several steps of preparation.
No Ca was detected in the fixed cell in aqueous me-
dium, which could stem from the dissolution of Ca2 in the
surrounding water. In the unfixed dried cell, the Ca peaks
are well discernible especially in the tethers, which proves
Table 1. Energy Positions and Assignments of Features of the
Absorption Spectra of the C K-Edge and the Ca LII,III-Edges,
Gained from the Areas in the Cells as Depicted in Figure 6.
Position
~eV! Transition Comment
285.1 pCC
* Aromatic
286.0 pCC
* Phenolic and/or ketonic
287.1 sCH
* , 3s, pCC
* C~ring! heterobound, OH groups
288.2 pCO
* Amide carbonyl groups ~peptide
bond in proteins!, ketonic
288.9 pCO
* Carboxylic groups in polysaccharides,
CaCO3
290.0 sCX
* X: N, P, F, . . .
.291 sCC
* , sCO
* Broad peaks
;349 Ca LIII-edge
;352 Ca LII-edge
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that the detected Ca in the dried unfixed cell is not a
remainder of the dried buffer. In the living cell the Ca signal
is still perceivable, but much weaker than in the case of the
dried cell; but again, Ca2 is presumably dissolved in the
medium. In both unfixed cells, small spots of high Ca
concentrations were detected. Verification of Ca in the
living cell proves that the Ca and the hotspots in the dried
cell are not resulting from the dried medium.
From the spectra it is also possible to give a semiquan-
titative estimation of the C and Ca concentration in the
cells ~Buckley, 1995!. The density of carbon in the cells can
be estimated using
rC tC 
oD300 eV oD280 eV
mcell,300 eVmcell,280 eV
~1!
with r the volume density and t the thickness of the sample.
The optical density oD is the expression in the exponent of
the Lambert-Beer law I  I0e
oD describing the intensity I
transmitted through a sample, with incident intensity I0.
Standard values were used from CXRO ~2011! to approxi-
mate mcell for a cell of the composition 60% H, 24% O, 10%
C, and 2% N. For the cells, the values of the spectra of the
whole cell area ~shown in Fig. 7d! were used, yielding values
of rC tC in the range of 1 2.5 10
5 g/cm3{cm. In turn,
the Ca concentration was estimated via
rCa tCa
~oD352 eV oD345 eV! ~mcell,352 eVmcell,345 eV!rcell tcell
mCa,352 eVmCa,345 eV
.
~2!
For the dry and fixed VSMC sample ~cell 2!, this yielded a
Ca concentration of ;0.2 ng/cm3 for the lamellipodium.
The Ca concentration of the unfixed cells is roughly two
times higher—unfixed, dry: ;0.4 ng/cm3; living ;0.5 ng/
cm3. Furthermore, the calculations for the unfixed cells also
revealed about two times higher concentrations for the Ca
hotspots ~unfixed, dry: ;0.8 ng/cm3, living ;0.7 ng/cm3!,
than for the actin rich areas.
Unlike for the spectra of the C K-edge, conclusions
about the molecular composition cannot be drawn from the
Ca LII,III spectra. However, the findings again demonstrate
how invasive the preparation can be. Due to the fixation
process, almost half of the Ca and the Ca hotspots of a cell
are lost.
Radiation Damage
Radiation damage was observed in all cells. Some examples
are shown in Figure 7. The dry and fixed samples were the
least affected ~Fig. 7a!, followed by the unfixed, dried cell. In
these two cases, only little thinning, or mass loss, of the
irradiated part was visible. In addition, this was only ob-
served after recording multiple images of one area with high
resolution. Even then, the cellular structures were still visi-
ble; only the absorption had decreased.
Thinning was more severe for the aqueous samples due
to the fact that small parts of matter rapidly diffuse when
they are detached from the cells by X-radiation. Apart from
that, the cell borders of the living samples blur, thin parts
become broader, and X-ray opaque clusters form, as can be
seen in Figure 7b,c. Figure 7 depicts the spectra of the cell
parts shown in Figure 6. It proves that the thinning of the
cells is most severe for the fixed and aqueous cells because
the transmission for this specimen is highest. Not only
thinning, but also carbon clustering effects are noticeable,
e.g., the spectrum of the originally alive cell shows a higher
absorption between 292 and 300 eV than the unfixed and
dry cell, although the mass loss was higher due to diffusion.
Because of the radiation damage, statements about the
features of the spectra at energies higher than 293 or 294 eV
are not discussed in the Spectromicroscopy section. At this
point, the stack area had already been imaged about 50
times, and one can assume that the absorption spectra are
affected by thinning and clustering effects. However, spec-
troscopic investigations on living cells without cryofixation
are feasible because the loss in chemical bonds is almost
Figure 7. Examples for the observed radiation damage. ~a! The
fixed and dried cell from Figure 2c is shown before ~top! and after
~bottom! recording two stacks of in total 143 images. ~b! Image of
an originally alive cell before and after taking a series of 17 images
with sub-100 nm resolution of a smaller area of the cell; ~c! the
first and the last image of the series. ~d! Spectra of the whole parts
of the cells seen in Figure 6; details are given in the text.
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equal for cryo and room temperature experiments; about
2% per MGy of the CO bonds are destroyed ~Beetz &
Jacobsen, 2003; Beetz, 2004; Wang et al., 2009!.
The spectra in Figure 7c were also used to calculate the
dose D applied to the sample during the experiments, using
D  2NA re hc
ftf2
hD2A
~3!
with NA Avogadro’s constant, re the classical electron radius,
h Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, A the atomic weight
of the substance ~AC  12!, h the detector efficiency, f the
flux traversing the sample ~in 103 photons/s!, t the dwell
time in ms, and the pixel size D2 in nm2, and f2 the oscillator
strength, which is depending on the energy ~Thompson
et al., 2001!. With
f2, E  f2,300 eV
E
300 eV
oDE
oD300 eV
, ~4!
we could estimate the radiation dose D for one pixel per
image and by summing f2,E over the energies the radiation
dose Dstack per pixel per stack. With a flux of approximately
8 106 photons/s, dwell times of 2 ms and 3 ms, t 52%,
D and Dstack were calculated for a stack of 96 images at the
C edge and are listed in Table 2. The average dose D was
calculated for E 290 eV and is in the range of 104–105 Gy
per image; the total dose for one stack is about 106–107 Gy.
According to Kirz et al. ~2009!, about 105 Gy lead to
structural changes in biologic specimens, but also experi-
ments applying doses of 107 Gy have been reported with
only small structural changes ~Song et al., 2008!.
CONCLUSION
The X-ray microscopy study of VSMCs presented here
demonstrated that the intracellular structures can be im-
aged. Comparison with fluorescent pictures of fixed cells
enabled us to determine actin rich parts and thick actin
bundles. The images recorded with the compact TXM are
comparable to the ones gained with the STXM at BESSY II
regarding absorption contrast and resolution.
Although only reference spectra of pristine DNA, lip-
ids, and model proteins could be used, similar spectral
patterns were found and the cell parts in the ROIs could be
assigned. By means of the Ca spectra, it could be shown that
the concentration in the fixed cells is only half as high as for
the unfixed cells. In the latter, isolated Ca hotspots were
detected, and the concentration of Ca in these distinct
locations could be estimated to be two times higher than in
the actin rich parts of the unfixed VSMCs. Using equation
~2!, the Ca concentration in the cells and the hotspots was
estimated. Since no comparable results from the literature
was found, an interpretation needs further studies. The
spectra also showed the need to carefully prepare spectro-
scopic experiments because of the danger of destroying the
sample due to radiation damage. In the case of the detection
of Ca, elemental mapping might have given better results.
On the other hand, the thin samples allowed for experiment-
ing in transmission mode, for which the radiation dose is
much smaller.
The influence of the different preparation methods is
observable in the experiments. While the absorption con-
trast of the cytoskeleton is improved by fixation of the cells,
it is harder to recognize such structures in the unfixed cells.
The results qualitatively show how much of the cell matter
is actually lost during the fixation process.
Further experiments shall focus on cells that have been
marked with green fluorescent protein to enable the assign-
ment of structures of the cytoskeleton of unfixed or even
living cells in X-ray images. Apart from the Ca edges exper-
iments also involving energies around the N ~409.9 eV! or O
~523 eV! K-edges, or in general other absorption edges of
elements in the water window, could yield additional data
for determining the intracellular structures. Because of the
radiation damage, tomography of nonvitrified cells is not
possible. However, taking just a few images at different
angles could provide further information about the spatial
arrangements of the organelles and structures of a cell
~Gleber, 2009!.
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